
Purdue University Human Research Protection Program (HRPP) and Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
 

Please utilize this Quick Reference Guide to address revisions requested by the HRPP/IRB within IRB 
protocols in Cayuse IRB.  

Logging in to Cayuse IRB 

1. Go to https://purdue.cayuse424.com/rs/irb  Google Chrome is the preferred browser, but Cayuse 
IRB is compatible with all common internet browsers. 

2. Login with your Purdue Career Account and BoilerKey.   

3. Upon login, you will see the dashboard.  Come back to the dashboard at any time to see the status 
of your submission, notifications, and a list of tasks related to your protocol(s).  

 

 

  

https://purdue.cayuse424.com/rs/irb


Completing Revisions Requested by the HRPP/IRB 

1. Protocols requiring revisions will appear in the dashboard under “My Tasks.” To begin making the 
revisions requested by the IRB, click on “Complete Submission.” 

 

2. Select “Edit” to make changes to the protocol submission. 

 

3. Each section with IRB requested changes will have a comment bubble (indicating how many actions 
are needed in each section) with a number instead of a check mark (indicating the section is 
complete.) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Select each section requiring changes and scroll through to find the areas that have “Expand 
Comments” symbols.  
  

 
 

5. Each expanded comment is initially marked as “Not Addressed.” Make the required changes within 
the submission, including any necessary attachments. Comment back either stating that you have 
made the changes or include any additional clarifications or documents. Then, mark the revision as 
“Addressed.”  

 



Resubmitting a Revised Protocol  

1. Once all required changes are addressed, each section will display a checkmark this will allow the 
submission to be completed.  
 

 
 
2. The Principal Investigator (PI) must re-certify the submission again.  

 
 
3. Once the protocol has been re-submitted and re-certified, the HRPP/IRB will review the changes to 

the submission. The protocol status will change to “Under Pre-Review.” 
 

 
 

Please contact the Purdue HRPP for assistance with any part of your submission. 
 

Contact information and walk-in office hours: www.irb.purdue.edu/contact 
In-Person Campus Training Dates (sign up required): www.irb.purdue.edu/training 

E-mail: irb@purdue.edu 
Phone: 765-494-5942 
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